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Abstract. Bali has abundant natural beauty, culture, and customs, attracting
investors to invest in Bali. The investment in Bali that investors most target is
property. The increasing number of transactions on property in Bali also requires
a form of legal binding (agreement) based on the urge of the buyer or investor
with the seller or property owner. Some officials are given the authority to enact
documentary evidence for legal events named the Notary. The concept of a cyber
Notary in Indonesia is still under debate. Although technology allows the role
of Notaries online and remotely, legally, it seems that it cannot be carried out
quickly. A statutory method was used in this normative legal research. It is exam-
ined using the description, systematization, and explanation phases. In Indonesia,
the legislation relating to cyber Notaries is established in Article 15, paragraph 3
of the Notary Profession Law, which mentions a glimpse of the cyber Notary in
terms of the competence to certify transactions undertaken online. However, in
light of the present rapid growth of technology, this authority remains modest and
clear. The role of cyber notaries in supporting investment in the tourism sector in
Bali through the implementation of making engagements and/or making authentic
deeds carried out through technological assistancewill certainly help and facilitate
investors in conducting transactions, especially in the tourism sector.
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1 Introduction

Bali has abundant natural beauty, culture, and customs, which have become themain rea-
son investors invest in Bali. Tourism is the most important economic sector in Indonesia,
especially in Bali [1]. This sector continues to grow every year.

Internationally, tourism in Bali has been known as one of the leading destinations in
the tourism industry. It plays an important role as a source of foreign exchange for the
country. This sector can create job and business opportunities and increase and equalize
community and regional income [2].

Investment is the expenditure of investors or businesses on capital goods and pro-
duction equipment to boost the economy’s ability to generate products and services [3].
All development initiatives to promote the tourist sector are currently carried out by
investors, both locally (also known as PMDN) and internationally (also known as PMA)
[4].
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According to the Central Statistics Agency (BPS) data, foreign investment in Bali
has always experienced growth. However, the condition has decreased drastically due
to Corona Virus Disease 2019 (Covid-19). This condition impacts the sluggishness of
the tourism industry and creates many social and economic problems, especially for
entrepreneurs in the tourism sector in Bali.

According to the data of BPS, in 2019, the value of foreign investment in Bali
amounted to IDR 6,390,345,000,000.00 (six trillion three hundred ninety billion three
hundred forty-five million rupiahs), however in 2020, that number decreased to IDR
4,222,832,000,000.00 (four trillion two hundred twenty-two billion eight hundred and
thirty-two million rupiahs). After passing the peak of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2021,
the total value of foreign investment in Bali increased to IDR 6,598,711,000,000.00 (six
trillion five hundred ninety-eight billion seven hundred and eleven million rupiahs) [5].

Based on the abovementioned data, the amount of investment in Bali is more focused
on the return of the Bali tourism sector. Badung regency has several advantages that
make the investment value the highest. For instance, Kuta Beach is known as the main
destination for tourists to visit. As many tourists come to Bali, potential investors are
vying for land around Kuta Beach to build tourist accommodations. Apart from Kuta
Beach, Badung has various tourist destinations, namely Legian Beach, Pandawa Beach,
Seminyak Beach, and Batu Bolong Beach. There is also a natural and cultural wealth
listed within Bali’s top 10 most visited tourist destinations, namely Uluwatu Temple.

The most targeted sector by investors is property. Property investment in Bali is a
very promising bear in mind that recently there has been an increase in the number of
domestic and foreign tourists. Moreover, the beauty of Bali attracts investors to invest
in several restaurants, cafes, and beach clubs with a unique concepts.

The increasing number of transactions on property in Bali also requires a form of
legal binding (agreement) based on the urges of the buyer or investor with the seller or
property owner. The binding is based on the prevailing law’s provisions in Indonesia. In
addition, some officials are given the authority to make documentary evidence for legal
events, namely notaries.

A notary, as an official with the capacity to create documented evidence, agrees to
be bound by Law No. 2 of 2014 amending Law No. 30 of 2004 governing the Notary
Profession (from now on Notary Profession Law). It is established in Article 1 point (1)
of the Notary Profession Law that:

“Notary is a public official authorized to make authentic deed and has other
authority as referred to in this law or under any other law”.

Furthermore, the power of the Notary, as defined in Article 1 point 1 of the Notary
Profession Law, is reiterated in Article 15, which states:

“Notary public is authorized to make an authentic deed of all the deeds of the
treaty, and the provisions required by legislation and/or desired by the interested
parties to be stated in authentic deed, date of making of deed, saving deed, giving
grosse, copy and quotation of deed, all of which during the making of the deeds
are not also assigned or exempted to other official or other person as stipulated
by law”.
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According to the Notary Profession Law, the basic authority of a Notary is to perform
an authentic deed. An authentic deed is one that is purposely made in front of a Notary,
and it is the best and strongest form of documented evidence in court [6]. It is aimed
to get a legal certainty, guarantee an agreement that is agreed upon by both parties and
avoid conflicts that lead to disputes in the future [7].

The significance of a Notary’s job, particularly in supporting the investment climate
in Bali, has led to the emergence of a debate on the existence of a cyber notary. It is
established in the Elucidation of Article 15, paragraph 3 of the Notary Profession Law
that:

“What is meant by ‘other authorities regulated in laws and regulations’, among
others, are the authority to certify transactions conducted electronically (cyber
notary), to make waqf pledge deeds, and aircraft mortgages.”

Ironically, the concept of a cyber Notary in Indonesia is still under debate. Although
technology allows the role of Notaries online and remotely, legally, this cannot be done.

The role of the Notary as a public official who provides public services is allowed
to advance his thoughts and abilities in the field of using and utilizing information
and communication technology as optimally as possible and responsibly and utilizing
information and communication technology aswell as electronic transactions to increase
the effectiveness and efficiency of public services. Thus, adopting the concept of a cyber
notary can increase effectiveness and efficiency in investment in the Bali tourism sector.

2 Methods

This research was normative legal research. According to Peter Mahmud Marzuki, nor-
mative legal research is a process of finding laws and regulations, principles of law,
or doctrines to analyze legal issues [13]. This research used statutory and concep-
tual approaches. The statutory approach examines the provisions in Notary Profession
Law concerning cyber notaries. In contrast, the conceptual approach is used to analyze
the concept of investment and tourism law. The legal materials were analyzed through
description, systematization, and explanation.

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 The Regulation Concerning Cyber Notary in the Prevailing Law in Indonesia

A borderless world is frequently stated to describe how fast and rapidly technology is
developing and playing a crucial role, especially in communication technology. It can be
used to connect people with people as individuals, communities as well as corporate in a
speedy and spectacular time without having to bring the communicating parties present
face-to-face [8].

The transaction method has shifted from using paper conventionally to using elec-
tronic systems. As a result, the Notary has a problem as a party with the ability to make
valid deeds; hence, the Notary must pay attention to the use of technology in carrying
out their tasks as provided by the Notary Profession Law.
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To encourage the use of technology, the government has added additional authority
for the Notary to certify electronic transactions through the clarification of Article 15
paragraph (3) of the Notary Profession Law, which specifies that:

“What is meant by ‘other authorities regulated in laws and regulations’, among
others, are the authority to certify transactions conducted electronically (cyber
notary), to make waqf pledge deeds, and aircraft mortgages.”

Because of the clarification of Article 15 paragraph (3), a glimpse of a cyber Notary
is shown by confirming electronic transactions. However, the implementation is still
unable to be carried out optimally [9].

About the development of technology, the Notary has two fundamental tasks: First,
provide services and legal certainty for his deeds; Second, notaries are given the authority
to maintain the consistency of legal strengthening in the civil law to ensure the security
and peace of the community. The prevailing law is upheld and obeyed to achieve the
law’s purposes, namely legal certainty and justice [10].

In general, if the idea of a cyber Notary can be implemented in Indonesia, then
the power of proving information and electronic transactions which have often been
perceived as having weak evidentiary value, will become stronger because it can be
understood as an authentic deed. This will increase public trust and security in electronic
transactions.

The regulation for a Notary to carry out the authority electronically in Notary Pro-
fession Law seems vague; however, with the development of technology, it is hoped that
there will be a specific regulation concerning cyber Notary, which utilizes the develop-
ment of information technology in carrying out the duties of a Notary [11]. Based on
the theory of legal certainty, law and regulation serve as guidelines for individuals in
society in relation to each individual and its society. The existence of rules and their
implementation create legal certainty.

3.2 The Role of Cyber Notary in Supporting the Tourism Investment Climate
in Bali

According to Article 15 paragraph (3) of the Notary Profession Law, it is stipulated
that the other authority regulated in the legislation shall include the authority to certify
transactions conducted electronically (cyber Notary).

Cyber Notary can be interpreted as an authentic deed created electronically, or the
Notary only legalized an agreement whose reading and signing of the agreement are not
done before a notary [12]. It is a new concept that maximizes the use of technology in
supporting the authority ofNotary in creating authentic deeds electronically and carrying
out their daily duties, for instance: electronic deed signing and General Meeting of
Shareholders by teleconference. Hence, it will put the parties feel comfortable since the
distance is no longer a problem.

Cyber Notary intends to facilitate and speed the fulfillment of a Notary’s duties
and power as a public servant in performing genuine deeds pertaining to all activities or
agreements, or requirements needed by legislation, or the parties’ interests to be declared
in an authentic deed. The function of a cyber notary, which enables the execution of
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engagements and/or the performance of legitimate deeds through electronic aid, would
undoubtedly benefit and facilitate investors in executing transactions, particularly in the
tourist sector.

Furthermore, transactions in the property sector in tourism areas have been carried
out conventionally. Therefore investors are present at the Notary’s office and carry out
the agreement as usual; however, with the existence of a cyber notary, it does not require
parties to meet each other directly, but simply by being present virtually, and the Notary
will sign it electronically (digital signature).

The validity of legitimate deeds made using the cyber notary method may be inves-
tigated using the theories of authority and validity. Notaries have attribution authority,
which means that the Notary is granted direct legal authority to make a deed, including
reading the deed, and as long as the object of the agreement is still in the Notary’s work
area, the Notary still has the authority to do a deed even if it is read and signed. As a
consequence, the deed is valid as long as it complies with the requirements of Article
38 of the Notary Profession Law and Article 1868 of the Civil Code.

The certification carried out using a cyber notary does bring benefits to the Notary.
Remember that implementing an authentic deed using a cyber Notary provides conve-
nience for interested parties and notaries. For the parties who cannot present before the
Notary due to the condition of work or stay out of town, then the parties can agree to use
electronic media to express their will to the Notary. Hence it can be stated in the deed.

The convenience obtained with the role of the cyber Notary will make the transac-
tion process faster and more efficient, especially in the tourism sector. The faster and
more efficient transactions, of course, will also impact increasing investment invested
by investors in the tourism sector in Bali. Hence it can impact the welfare of the Balinese
people and increase regional income.

4 Conclusion

The legislation governing cyber notaries is outlined in Article 15 paragraph (3) of the
Notary Profession Law, which defines the ability of cyber Notaries to certify transac-
tions done online. However, in comparison to the fast growth of technology today, this
authority is still relatively restricted and basic.

The role of cyber notaries in supporting investment in the tourism sector in Bali
through the implementation of making agreements and/or doing authentic deeds through
technological assistance will certainly help and facilitate investors in conducting trans-
actions, especially in the tourism sector. The faster and more efficient transactions, of
course, will also impact increasing investment invested by investors in the tourism sec-
tor in Bali; hence it can impact the welfare of the Balinese people and increase regional
income.
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